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Features of the use of bioresonance therapy (BRT) in pediatrics
T.V. Fenyutina

(Moscow, Russia)

Children's age has some peculiarities. Children with serious illnesses such as: 
cerebral palsy, type 1 diabetes mellitus, polyarthritis, glomerulonephritis and 
others come to the appointment quite rarely. The main group consists of children 
with frequent illnesses, children with allergic diseases, diseases of the 
gastrointestinal tract, and neurotic reactions.

Indeed, in the structure of childhood morbidity in the first place are repeated 
ARVI. And in the structure of infectious diseases in children, ARVI is from 85 to 95%.

Children are the most grateful group of all patients:
1. In children, functional disorders are mainly noted, which can

fully corrected using the BRT method and homeopathy.
2. Children do not have a long history of the disease, unlike adults.
3. Children do not have metabolic disorders (diseases of the joints, spine,

stones in the gallbladder, kidney, etc.).
4. Children do not have large drug loads.
5. Children do not have deep psychological problems, since (up to 7 years old)

work out their emotions right away.
6. Diagnosis and treatment in childhood are of great preventive

meaning. Some authors believe that "all diseases come from childhood."
7. Children are mainly prescribed classical homeopathy. 
Classical homeopathy takes into account the constitution.
The constitution is a combination of physical, mental, and behavioral 

qualities, given by nature and not changing during life.
Physiology at the level of predisposition is formed at the time of conception, 

40 weeks of pregnancy, the first 12 months of life and heredity, that is, a 
constitutional type is obtained.

Classical homeopathy forces the child's body to cope with the stress, as if 
saying: "Come on, fight the disease!" Indeed, none of the drugs developed have 
gone out of use in 200 years. Viruses and bacteria could not develop resistance to 
any of them. These drugs are as effective as they were 200 years ago when they 
were discovered. And they treat the physical and mental in a person at the same 
time.

Scientists are now comparing homeopathy to nanotechnology because 
homeopathy uses ultra-high dilutions. There are zones of physical and biological 
processes in which new properties of objects appear, which characterize the 
features of nanotechnology. Nanotechnology refers to the use of ultra-small values   
- less than one billionth of the original values. Hannemann was the first to apply 
nanotechnology to medicine. In homeopathy, it is not the biochemical 
characteristic that plays the role, but the biophysical characteristic, that is, the 
frequency.

Werner proved that Aurum metalicum D6 has a frequency of 6 Hz, Belladonna D6 -
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9.2 Hz. At ultra-high dilutions, the electromagnetic oscillations shift to a higher 
region of the spectrum.

Thus, homeopathy forces the body to activate the internal mechanisms of 
fighting the disease. The only principle is the stimulation of insufficiently expressed 
protective reactions of the body.

What we call childhood pathology, as a rule, cannot be called a disease. These 
conditions are just the body's reaction to a change in the external environment. 
For example, indigestion, diaper rash, reaction to teething, physiological jaundice, 
encephalopathy. In early infancy (in children under 1 year of age), the most 
common problems are intestinal colic and teething reactions.

When talking about infancy, the importance of breastfeeding can be 
emphasized.
Churchill said, "The most powerful investment is breastfeeding." Mother's milk 

has stood the test for millions of years. A baby under 6 months old does not need 
complementary foods. All the necessary ingredients are contained in breast milk. 
According to statistics, 20% of babies cannot tolerate cow's milk. This can be the cause 
of many childhood illnesses.

Formula feeding leads to obesity. Mother's milk contains 1.3% protein, cow's 
milk and infant formula contain 3.3% protein. A survey of 250 children 6 weeks of 
age revealed that obesity was found in 60% of children who were bottle-fed, and 
only 19% of children who were breastfed.

With breast milk, the baby receives immunoglobulins, which protect him from 
infection and allergies. Colostrum contains an astronomical amount of secretory IgA 
and, according to the testimony of some scientists, through colostrum, genetic 
information about diseases transferred in previous generations and protection against 
these diseases is transmitted.

Children who are breastfed are much less likely to get sick. According to 
statistics, the incidence of breastfed children under 1 year old is 6 times lower.

Breastfeeding prevents uterine bleeding after childbirth (a reflex effect on the 
uterus, which begins to contract). In the process of feeding, the mother's fat 
reserves are consumed, so the breastfeeding woman easily returns to her original 
weight. The advantages of natural contraception (according to studies from 6 
months to 2.5 years) have been noted - while a woman is breastfeeding, her 
periods do not begin. The emotional aspect is very important, as the child develops 
a sense of protection, which the mother gives him, and a sense of security for life.

So breastfeeding
physiological need for nutrition, but also provides powerful emotional support, has 
a positive effect on immunity and on the adaptive capabilities of the child's body.

In the first months of life, even if the child is breastfed, intestinal colic is 
noted. They usually start towards the end of the 1st

carries out not only
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months and are especially pronounced at 2 months of life.
Intestinal colic is determined by a combination of reasons: morphofunctional 

immaturity of the peripheral innervation of the intestine, dysfunction of central 
regulation, late start of the enzymatic system, the formation of intestinal 
microbiocinosis. Pain syndrome is mainly associated with impaired motor function 
of the intestine and increased gas production.

It is necessary to test the foods that the nursing mother eats. During testing, 
the baby is in the mother's arms. Thus, it is possible to identify foods that the 
mother is not advised to eat. This examination also prevents the development of 
an allergic diathesis in a child. If the child is artificially fed, then all formulas that 
the child eats are tested. The main remedy for intestinal colic is Chamomilla 6. 
Cuprum met. 6 if the child has a gurgling sound when swallowing. Nux vomica 3 if, 
after emptying the rectum, the child continues to push (has an angry face). 
Pulsatila 6, if the child has loose stools.

A common problem in infancy is a reaction to teething. Nowadays there are a 
lot of such children. Prognostically, it can be assumed whether a child will have 
such a reaction according to a clinical blood test, which is usually done at the age 
of 3 months.

An example of a clinical blood test: leukocytes 6.0 x 10n, H with 5; limf. - 85; NS
- 3; M - 7, that is, the number of segmented neutrophils is reduced and the number 
of lymphocytes is increased. Children with this type of blood test or similar are 
much more likely to respond to teething. It can be fever, loose stools, runny nose, 
cough, exacerbation of atopic dermatitis. In addition, children become moody, 
their sleep is disturbed.

These diseases can last for a long time, as teeth begin to erupt at 6-8 months. 
Up to 1 year, 8 teeth erupt (teeth do not erupt at once). Sometimes parents who 
come to the appointment say that the child has been continuously ill for 6 months: 
"During this time, we drank a ton of drugs, but the condition did not improve."

Remedy # 1 - Chamomilla 3 or Chamomilla 6. This is the main remedy for 
teething reactions. Calc. Carb. 6 or Calc. Carb. 30 - once every three days. When the 
temperature rises - Belladona 6.

Often, parents are interested in the question of vaccination - whether it is 
necessary and whether it can be carried out. Before making a recommendation, it is 
necessary to test the vaccine or information copies of the vaccine, because the doctor 
does not always have the original in stock. On the transfer, a 1: 1 recording of the 
vaccine is made - an ampoule with a vaccine - and a homeopathic grits, i.e. an 
information copy is created. Further, this homeopathic grits are tested (information 
copy of the vaccination) by the method of R. Voll or by the ART method. In case of 
negative results, it is not recommended to vaccinate the child.

It is of fundamental importance to identify and eliminate electromagnetic and 
radioactive loads. According to my information, there is a group of children who are ill for 
a long time, are continuously treated, literally walk "in circles"

geopathogenic,
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doctors, carry out the prescribed treatment, often homeopathic, and do not get any 
effect. These children have a geopathogenic burden of 3 or 4 degrees and an 
electromagnetic burden of 3 or 4 degrees. According to statistics, of those children 
who come to the reception, geopathogenic loads from 1 to 4 degrees are tested in 
80%. 100% of children have electromagnetic loads from 1 to 4 degrees.

Clinical examples

1. Child M., 9 months old, suffering from atopic dermatitis. Revealed
electromagnetic load of 4 degrees. When collecting the anamnesis, it turned out that the mother of 
the child prepares all the food for him in the microwave oven. Naturally, the treatment carried out 
did not give any results. After removing these loads, carrying out BRT and prescribing homeopathy, 
it was possible to achieve an effect.

2. Child R., 4 months old. I had complaints of diarrhea and lack of an increase in
weight. When carrying out diagnostics, an electromagnetic load of the 3rd degree was 
revealed. When collecting anamnesis, it turned out that electromagnetic loads are the result of 
the action of a radio nanny. Mom used to hook the radio nanny to the baby's undershirt during 
sleep so that she could hear the scream when he woke up. After removing these loads, 
carrying out BRT, selecting homeopathy, we managed to achieve a positive result.

In a normal physiological state, the body maintains a relative synchronization 
of various wave processes. While in pathogenic conditions, there is a violation of 
vibrational harmony, a violation of the rhythms of the main physiological 
processes.

Electromagnetic emissions are directly related to the wavelength range. 
External electromagnetic radiation imposes an alien rhythm on the body. There is 
an artificial desynchronization of the body's own rhythms. Thus, a pathological 
process arises. Therefore, it is important to conduct BRT, which restores the 
synchronization of all body systems, establishes the flow of energy along the 
meridians and restores the normal functioning of all body systems. And naturally, 
it is necessary to eliminate the electromagnetic and geopathogenic burden. 
Otherwise, after BRT and the restoration of all body systems, the child's body will 
be disrupted again.

3. Child K., 4 years old. Often sick with ARVI. It is treated by a homeopath for two
years without result. Geopathogenic loads of the 4th degree and electromagnetic 
loads of the 4th degree were revealed. Therefore, there was no effect from the 
treatment.

Thus, geopathogenic and electromagnetic loads in children are often the 
cornerstone among the causes of the onset of the disease. Moreover, the 
sensitivity to these loads in childhood is maximally high. However, it is sometimes 
difficult to explain to parents what it is
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electromagnetic and geopathogenic effects.
One of the most "vulnerable" organs under geopathogenic and 

electromagnetic loads is the pancreas (Pancreas - all creative). According to 
Chinese medicine, the theory of the five primary elements, it refers to the element 
Earth. And, indeed, it is located in the center of the human body, just above the 
navel, in the middle between the anterior abdominal wall and the spine.

For bioresonance therapy along the SP meridian, point RP 4a on the right leg 
is used - the point of loose connective tissue. This is the deepest level of immune 
and metabolic disorders.

Monitoring and treating a child is best done from an early age. This gives the 
best effect.

According to official medical statistics, the process of childbirth in 85% of 
cases in children has a spinal injury and in 35% of cases a head injury. Therefore, 
during BRT, it is necessary to remove blocks along the meridian of the bladder. In 
some particularly difficult cases, children are referred to an osteopath who can 
observe and treat children almost from birth.

However, it is impossible for the child to correct the spine, that is, to carry out 
manual therapy, since the child's spine is mobile and can be damaged.

Diagnostics and treatment of young children (up to 3 years old) is carried out 
with the participation of the mother. During testing, the child is in the mother's arms. 
This is rational and physiological, since a child from birth to 12-14 years old is 
associated with a mother by a biofield. Therefore, treatment with mom gives the 
maximum effect. A lot of problems that appear in adolescence are explained by the 
fact that at the age of 12-14 the child buds from the mother's biofield and becomes 
independent. This is a difficult moment, so the problems of adolescence are explained 
not only by hormonal changes in the body.

Diagnostics by the method of R. Voll and by the ART method are highly 
effective, non-invasive and highly reliable and can reveal problems at the 
preclinical stage. BRT for children is often prophylactic in nature, corrects 
functional disorders that most often occur in childhood.
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